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How can I post a video tutorial in this community? A: to
answer the How can I post a video tutorial in this

community? question: You can submit a video tutorial by
posting a link to it on YouTube. The video should be from
your computer and should be between 2 minutes and 20
minutes in length. The poster should then post the video
in the community in the instructions section, but not in

the answer section. Please read the Youtube video
tutorial guidelines. Then the site displays all the users

who are most active, and the oldest user gets lots of gold
stars: Some of the features of the site are: Users can
nominate other users and videos, and they receive a
gold star. Users can vote to remove other users and

videos. Users can vote to close threads. Users can edit
their own questions and answers. Users can edit posts.
Users can comment on posts. Users can report posts to
Stack Exchange. Users who are new to the site can give
a starting vote. Users can tag their posts, or enter tags
that other users can use to find them. Users can find

information about Stack Exchange from the About page.
Users can set custom noticeboards. Users can set custom
privileges. Users can create custom filters. Users can set
custom favourites. Users who have an account on other

Stack Exchange sites, and some other sites, can use
their accounts on those sites to login to SE sites (the

"Stack Exchange Network"). Nowadays there are video
sites where one can ask one's questions and post one's
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answers. Other kinds of videos, such as tutorial videos,
can be found on YouTube. Other sites, such as Whose
line is it, anyway? have a chat forum where users can
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